Podcast on Sefer Yesira, with a few notes and some bibliography

I had the pleasure and honor of some sharing my views speaking on Sefer Yesira in an “oddcast” now posted on Earl Fontanelle’s rich website on western esotericism; you can listen to it on this link:

https://shwep.net/oddcast/tzvi-langermann-on-the-sefer-yetsira-cosmology-science-and-kabbala/

Here follows some bibliography as well as notes to the podcast.

Best source for bibliography, constantly kept up to date is:
RAMBI at the National Library in Jerusalem

website: RAMBI – Index of Articles on Jewish Studies (nli.org.il) 

using search term “sefer yesira”, 17 results:

Search sefer yesira in the National Library catalog (nli.org.il) 

using search term ספר יצירה, I get 218 results:

Search ספר יצירה in the National Library catalog (nli.org.il) 


Tzahi Weiss, "Sefer Yeṣirah" and Its Contexts: Other Jewish Voices, University of Pennsylvania Press, 2018, is a recent book that I have looked at only superficially. It has received very good reviews and promises to be a major contribution.

Earl had a few questions for me after the podcast; here are my replies (I’m still looking for an answer to some):

Paul Kraus dates the Sefer Y. based on correspondence between Sefer Y. and Isma'ili theology? 
Kraus, Paul. Jabir ibn Hayyan: Jabir et la science Grecque. Les Belles Lettres, 1986. (This seems to be the most popular reprint, the book first appeared in 1942). see page 267

Shlomo Pines on SY having two distinct cosmologies redacted together, 
bringing in the Pseudo-Clementine homilies? The comparison of the two texts begins on p. 83 … 
Pines, Shlomo. "Points of Similarity between the Exposition of the Doctrine of the Sefirot in the Sefer Yezira and a Text of the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies." Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities. Vol. 7. 1989. 
pdf, free download: .huji.ac.il/~kazhdan/Shneider/Pines.Points.of.Similarity.pdf



The latest edition (which I looked at briefly and do not use) is A. Peter Hayman. Sefer Yeṣira: Edition, Translation, and Text-Critical Commentary. Mohr Siebeck, Tübingen, 2004; I find that many still prefer the earlier edition of Ithamar Gruenewald, “A Preliminary Edition … ,” Israel Oriental Studies 1 (1971): 132-177, free download at:
http://www.ericlevy.com/Revel/Gruenwald%20-%20A%20Preliminary%20Critical%20Edition%20of%20Sefer%20Yezira.PDF
 

The easily accessible book of Aryeh Kaplan, Sefer Yetzirah: The Book of Creation in Theory and Practice (frequently reprinted and translated into several languages; my copy was issued by Jason Aronson), should not be overlooked. Kaplan’s own interpretations aside, his book offers decent editions of the main versions of the Hebrew text, a useable English translation (any translation of this enigmatic book will be heavily influenced by the translator’s interpretation—this is true for every book to some extent, but for SY its truth value is greater by several orders of magnitude), many explanatory and critical—I said, critical, in all senses of the word—notes, and a very full if by now outdated bibliography.

Sa‘adia Gaon's commentary: any edition? An edition of the Judaeo-Arabic text with facing Hebew translation and notes was published by Rabbi Yosef Kapah (Qāfiḥ), Jerusalem, 5732/1972.

The commentary of Yehudah ha-Levi is ensconced in his well-known dialogue, The Cuzari (sometimes spelled Kuzari), book IV, passages 25-27. The original Judaeo-Arabic text has been edited; medieval and modern translations and commentaries are not hard to find. Here is one puzzling feature of this commentary: ha-Levi presents SY as containing the true and ancient science that was discovered by Israel, yet he needs to appeal to Plato in order to understand some passages in the text! I discuss this in my recent book, In and Around Maimonides, GorgiasPress, 2021, pp. 144-157.
 
Yehudah Barceloni's commentary survived in a single manuscript, now unfortunately lost, but fortunately a careful edition was published by S. J. Halberstam (Berlin, 1885). 

For the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, Pines, of course, consulted the Greek original (Rehm edition) and made his own translations. The passage of interest is Homily 17, 6.  I do not know if an English translation is available. For bibliography and selected passages (but not the one studied by Prof Pines) see e.g. Wilhelm Schneemelcher. New Testament Apocrypha: Writings Relating to the Apostles, Apocalypses and Related Subjects. Westminster John Knox, Louisville, KT, 1992, p. 483 ff., free download at:
https://archive.org/details/wilhelmschneemelchernewtestamentapocryphaiiwritingsrelatingtotheapostles


Isaac the Blind on the Sefer Yesira: Gershom Scholem’s edition, based on a few manuscript, is included as an appendix to his mimeographed lecture notes, The Kabbala in Provence, Jerusalem, 1963; this may be the same as the text on kazhdan-schneider website, http://www.ma.huji.ac.il/~kazhdan/Shneider/Rabbi.Isaac.the.Blind.onSY.pdf. My remarks are based on the unpublished dissertation of Marc Sendor, Harvard, 1994, an excellent and underappreciated contribution.

Talmudic story of Rav Hanina and Rav Hoshaiah creating a calf and eating it: Sanhedrin 65b; see also Sanhedrin 67b. 

As for my own published work, the most extensive is Langermann, Y. Tzvi. "On the Beginnings of Hebrew Scientific Literature and on Studying History through Maqbiloṯ (Parallels)," Aleph: Historical Studies in Science and Judaism 2.1 (2002): 165-189, free download at:
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Tzvi-Langermann-2/publication/236818584_On_the_Beginnings_of_Hebrew_Scientific_Literature_and_on_Studying_History_Through_Maqbiloa_Parallels/links/5bedb9c492851c6b27c2478e/On-the-Beginnings-of-Hebrew-Scientific-Literature-and-on-Studying-History-Through-Maqbiloa-Parallels.pdf

This paper is in two parts: in the first part, I contextualize SY by describing it concisely and, along with it, about half a dozen Hebrew texts that share significant literary features; the second part is a detailed criticism of the methodology and hence the conclusions of Yehuda Liebes’ Hebrew book on SY. Two other papers in this volume, by Steven Wasserstrom and David Shulman, also discuss SY and Liebes’ book.

N.B. This paper is also available on “Project Muse” for those with access, and all of my papers are posted on my academia.edu site: 
https://biu.academia.edu/TzviLangermann

Some papers are posted in my Sefer Yesira project on Researchgate:
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Studies-on-Sefer-Yetzira



"Moses Maimonides and Judah Halevi on order and law in the world of nature, and beyond," Studies in History and Philosophy of Science, Part A 81 (2020): 39-45. Like the essay mentioned above, this paper includes a study of some features of ha-Levi’s commentary.

A review essay of G. Vajda & Paul Fenton, Le Commentaire sur le" Livre de la Creation" de Dunas ben Tamim de Kairouan (Xe siecle), The Jewish Quarterly Review 95.2 (2005): 346-352.

"Sefer Yesira,’the Story of a Text in Search of Commentary,” Tablet Magazine (2017); Hebrew version: 
“סופו נעוץ בתחילתו: מיחזוריו של ספר יצירה,” בתוך: על יד יחיאל: קובץ מחקרים ומאמרים מוגש ליחיאל קארה עם פרישתו לגמלאות, בעריכת שלום פנחס-כהן, קרית אונו: מכון מש"ה, תשע:ע, עמ’ 223-242.

"A New Redaction of Sefer Yesira," Kabbalah 2 (1997): 49-64. Some time ago I found a second copy of this redaction and, if my memory will serve me well (it sometimes doesn’t), it is in a Karaite hand—like the redaction I published in 1997. So we may possibly have a Karaite “tradition” for SY, other “other voices”.


